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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2030 .3140

DEFENSE SCIENCE 2 8 r&E JIS,
BOARD

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

SUBJECT: Final report of the Defense Science Board Task Force on
Improving Test and Evaluation Effectiveness

Attached is the final report of the Defense Science
Board Task Force on The Contributions of Modeling and Simulation
(M/S) to Defense Test and Evaluation, chaired by BGEN Robert A.
Duffy, USAF (Ret.). This report highlights a number of
significant steps regarding the use of models and simulations
that can result in current and future improvements in test and
evaluation.

The Task Force determined that M/S can help provide more
illumination of choices in the operational requirement process,
increase flexibility in the development process and assist in the
preparation of early operational assessments. As an example,
by placing more emphasis on early and continual operational
evaluation during development, operational problems can be
identified early.

A general task force consensus is that a process
needs to be established that translates the operational
requirements into an evaluation framework. Models and
simulations are expected to play a key role in the development of
this framework. At present, the translation of requirements to
technical criteria and then into an evaluation framework is judged
to be ambiguous.

I suggest that you read the attached letter from the
Chairman, the Executive Summary and recommendations, and approve
the report for publication.

Robe1 R. Everett
Chairman

Attachments
as
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301.3140

-IS O 14DEC 0 E

Mr. Robert R. Everett
chairman
Defense Science Board

Dear Mr. Everett:

Attached is the final report of the Defense Science Board
Task Force on Improving Test and Evaluation Effectiveness. The
Task Force identified a number of potential uses of models and
simulations to improve test and evaluation and the acquisition
process if employed early and effectively in the system life
cycle. The use of models and simulations can amplify and expand
our understanding of system and mission requirements, system
effectiveness, and costs resulting from acquisition decisions.

To achieve this potential a need exists for a process
that will provide an independent, objective evaluation of model
and simulation utilization. Credibility of models and subsequent
simulations are important and must be considered in light of
their application to a specific problem.

The Task Force has recommended several significant and broad
actions to improve test and evaluation and the acquisition
process:

o Support early involvement of the operational test
community in the development phase through a process that uses an
evaluation framework.

o Use simulations to help determine the events and criteria
that must be tested.

o Conduct excursion and sensitivity analyses to focus on
system engineering criteria that validates modeling results and
contributes to an early operational assessment.

o Support acceptance of simulation as an evaluation tool
by increasing development phase flexibility through a process
that allows re-evaluation as threat, technology and knowledge
evolve.

o Involve users early with mock-ups of man/machine
interfaces to enable a better understanding of the system design.

Iii.



I want to thank all of the members of this panel for their

contributions to this report.

Sincerely,

BGEN Robert A. (Ret.)
Chairman, DSB 1989 Simmer Study Task
Force on improving Test and
Evaluation Effectiveness
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Over the last several years, models and simulations have been increasingly used to
support the development, test and evaluation p;roe. for new weapon syems. This
practice is expected to continue. Over the last ten years we have seen dynamic growth
in the computing and networking technolog areas, which are the unerpnning for
digital simulation. This trend is expected to continue, and will permit lowa cost and
higher fidelity simulations. As a result, the Task Force on Improving Test and
Evaluation Effectiveness was requested to look at ways of improving the use of modeling
and simulation as tools in the test and acquition of defense systems.

A number of significant steps were identified regarding the use of models and
simulations that can result in immediate and future improvemet in test and evaluation.
Modeling and simulation can be an effective tool in the acquisition proces throughout
the systems life cycle, but most importantly if employed at the inception of the system's
existence. Modeling and simulation can contribute knowledge and understanding of
system and mission requirements, system effectivenes, and com resulting from
acquisition decisions, but only if used properly.

The task force came to several conclusions with regard to the use and credibility of
models and simulations in the test and evaluation and acquisition proce.,

o The foundation of the acquisition prom the operational requirement and its
translation into system terms, can be improved through the use of modeling and
simulation.

o An early and continual involvement of the OT&E community in the requirements
process can contribute and improve the acquisition proceu.

o A development program, as embodied in a specification and contract, may become
overly rigid, restricting the willingnes to evaluate and incorporate changes as
threat, twenoogy and knowledge evolve. Modeling and simulation can be used
as a tool for continual evaluation of potential changes.

o In cases where modeling and simulation raises items of uncertany in terms of
system requirements to achieve operatioml utility, unanticipated early
operational tam may be warranted even while a syum is atl under

o Accounting for human performance early in system acquisition improves system
capability and enhanes the ability of the test and evaluation procein to Predict

-prtinl prforanc

o The availability of high quality, reusable models and simulations could decrease
redundant efforts while improving quality of key elements.

The credibility of a model cannot be considered separately from its application to a
specific problem. validity of data Inputs, and qualificatn of tho e-cuting the model
and interpreting the reslt. Current DAB documentation does not address model and
simulation credibility. Advanced technology in both hardware and software offer
opportntiMe for improving the credibility and applicability of model and simulations, but
continued research is needed. In view of the limitations of models and simulations, the
approach for effective use of modeling and simulation in the operational requirements
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area should be one of identifying areas where uncertainty levels require early
operational tting. Since operatiioal testing is expensive, the isolation of areas which
require tam is important

Early in the course of this study, the task force discovered that, in order to make
useful suggestions on modeling and simulation, cmreponding recommendations in the
areas of test and acquisition would likewise be necesary. The task force has
recommended several significant and broad sggestions to improve test and evaluation and
the acquisition procein

o Emphasize the cooperative learning role for operational testing during
development, and support this activity through a process that uses an evaluation
framework established at the start of a program

o Do not employ simulations to prove or disprove things, but instead exploit their
ability to iolate high sensitivity areas. Simulation has an important role in
providing smsitivity analysm, and as a method of focusing on system engineering
isues early through operational tam

o Cmfxin in model can be enhanced by employing them for exzcursion and
sensitivity analyse, and focusing on critical iuues by running tests and
validating the resulta. It is not feasble or cost effective to set up a central
office to accredit mode, nor is it nomeary to implement a management proces
to distribute and reun simulation• .

o OSD must allow the development pbu, to become less rigid and support the
acceptanc of simulation as an evaluation tool.

o The tools are available and the cost a sufficiently low such that every program
should build mock-ups of man/machine interfaces a early as poisble, and
involve actual users to better understand the utility of the sysem. design.

This study has deterined that it is important to anticipate operational test ius6
both for reanm of cost and credibility. More emphaws on operational testing is needed
during system development so that operational problem areas can be identfied while they
ar still. economically resolvable. A pyreis must be established that defites evaluation
fr which predict probable evaluation pzoceduuns then, as the real program
Pr the frameworks should be upgraded consistent with the advancing state of
knowledge. Alsm, it must be acknowledged that the current acquisition proce. stifles
evaluation, and it is rexommended ta upper management levels provide direction to
develop more open attrid regarding the resonsibilities and contributions of the test
and evaluation coimunitiem in the acquisition

Finally, the task force found no need to eotablish an independent agency or office
to accredit or manage thes us or distribution of sIm.latms Modeling and simulation
can and should be used to f6cu testing into then functional and operational area
wher there is a lack of assua , and to recognize thos arem where snsitivity is
sufficiently quetionable that actual testing is in order. In this way confidence in the
final product is realized - through testing married with simulation.

viii



SeCtion 1 - INTRODUCIr=

Recent demands to reduce DoD spending and cam asuociated with systems
acquisition for both hardware and software development activities have prompted a look
at the acquison life cycle. More specifically, the phasm of development and
operational testing continue to reflect high visibility as critical points to mm system
credibility. The posibility that the addition of modeling and simulation to the proces
might provide valuable insights was raised. As a result, the Defense Science Board was
tasked (Terms of Reference, Appendix A) to study how to improve the effectivenem of
test and evaluation with modeling and simulation (M/S) as the focus. The' tasking
specifically requested the DSB to

o Review prevailing use of models, laboratory tests and feld tests.

o Determine appropriate situations in which to test and/or model-

o Determne the required fidelity of representation of the system under teat and
its environment.

o Determine which discipline will govern the interpretation of resuIl.

The Task Forcs membership, Appendix B, heard a variety of presentations, which
ae listed in Appendix C.

Models and simulations have ben and continue to be used Utomavuly to sapport
the weapon development, tes and evaluation pna, Such ue can be ozpocd to
Continue - If not iSCIen - In the future.

De•ense s3ws ar imcemiglyc'ampla Their operacimal utility depends
increasingly an macm L performance at extended rngL. Te istegration at seneor
information from ultiple parts of the eaagn spec m or from multiple wuroes
Is befAin a signifimt feco. The m ae requird to operate in adverse
e rments (weather, hostle t spaCom, eemy _oun 1,24" To be
effective they must intran with other 'yin often over great distacin Advanced
command and control. qum an rquired to oveeoms thes difficultI. Furthermor•e
syste now being developed ar expected to remain effectve in--the future against
threats that will evolve In ways fully predictablN. A completM t t of such systes
would be ilrp in mp• and equire the genertion of codtidos that an difficlt if
not imposible to Pato YI d t o actual combaL The practicalitle of OMe AngeP
spin, availablift at advned tha Iysmaafety, OW, will necinrlly
limit an daft avalabity. Pmlng an oVeral mnAtIM n a A, o system'
pedormanueM wig aLW&7 alayrquire a "model" - evan if only a mentL ans - to
integrm an a•l•lk m dat and to eaospolmt to thes cdlltl whc caInnt be
ceatd i the Im lmwonmmt Thes mod and simulatius ar no rplaosmmnt for
an dam. b•at nftl mpimmr tools in the evaluatda pwe

In the btmde stome, a model is a r-prnution of an objk, sym, or pr
(Of a pwr theret) in uazheina'l pb7yim at lgMI. "M% umially smlfeoften
ide/alud or abm:%, serving a a bais for mlmlatosit predictim or furthe
ivgat*ain SMul2agirim is a tehniqu forf ezpdmuntation in whic fth opeation and

dyuamiu of a mal-wald sysnm ar imitated or epvd=uced by SM dWf nt YNIS,

- ,i~q H 01•m ilnn l Nmi n on nm m e m • m . .



usually involving one or more model-0 Under theme definitions, a scale reprsntation
of an aitcraft is a mode'* Placing that representation in a wind tunnel, to study flight
dynamic would be a simulation.

The basic concept underlying these definitions is that a -ode' is some abstraction
that embodies our udrtnngof a system while a simulation represents the dynamic
exercise of one or a met Of modeIls

A large variety of simulations have been developed to support different aspects of
the development and evaluation p-rocs. Simulations differ as to the scope'of the
"system" they attempt to reproduce. Simulations ane available at the system/s~ubystem
level. which typically ane bused on detailed mode's of the relevant physics or engineering
of the system. Combat simulations can be at the one..on-ons level, few-on-few, many-
on-many, battalion, theater, etc Generally, these simulations sacrifice detail in the
modeling of individual systems in return for an increase in smope.

A simulation can be only a good as the knowledge incorporated in the models it
exercises. Since the ability to model 1human performance and deciuiounmaking is very
limaited, the degree to which modeln of human factors is needed and the manner in
which this in attempted is an important characteristc of a military umulation Physical.
and ngineering models may not require it. Many simulations are analytic in that human
factore ane accounted for by some aet of algorithms or duecison rules which stay fixed
during the simla-tion run. Interactive simulations exist which allow differing dgesOf
human involvement. Some require higher level declucas to be made by humans(eg.
tactims of a unit), while the modeling at the individual. plaorm/wempam level does not.
Manned mimulators replicate systems in greate detail and require a perua to "Operate"
the individual. syrn. Simulators can incorporate the actua operating stwae"I Of
subeysin Manne simulators for both air and ground sysses an, being inceasngly
internette. flardware-in-the-loop simulation is an analogous technique wherein the
acm"a hardwar is made to operate by a simulated stiulus

The variety of simulation typw and the numbe of individual smlto.whic have
been develope reflect in part, the rMW of evaluatin decmoms they ass expeMted to

1Thm"ddald M"' aW M be gaytoh"da from multiple mnumo iwindlu ehia
and Sma pwrpom diadmauise and the defintion given In DoD Dbrethv S 5003
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SECTION 2 - FINDINGS

Effective systems development involves proceses like planning, analysis, decision
coordination. requirements definition, funding, design, development, fabrication and test
and evaluation. This set of activities we term the "acquisition process".

The acquisition procin can function in a number of ways depending on the focus of
the organization tasked with the responsibility to develop the military system.

Early in the acquisition procs many of the activities focus on the development of
concepts, requirements, and preliminary designs that are not well defined or understood.
There are uncertainties and ambiguities that arse as the system concept is formulated
with the focus toward operational utility. This part of the proces tends to be noone" in
the context of an open set of sciences and technologies that are addresing the problem
of defining operat l requiremmt.

As lusmated in Figure 2-1, the notion of the pc being "loosn" at the front-
end of the system development is characterized by. 1) the lack of experienc• with formal
methods to def me accurately system requirements 2) a communication gap between the
opertionaL and engineering communities in the translation of complex requirment, 3)
insufficienrt availability of analysis tools to assist in the formulation of requirements and
4) the absence of the OT&E community as an obsere to the front-end actvities of the
program, which tend. to cause surprises when viewed at the end. Transition through the
development phases causes the ambiguous capabilities, that were derived a requirments,
to become rigid and fixed in the form of technical specifimtions and contract language
which has been dicated by precedent and regulation.

Program typically remain many yam in the development proc. The lon a
program remains in the development cycle the more likely that changes to mumion
requirement. will occur requiring reevaluation of the fundamental concepts and tradeoffs
that underlie the technical specifications The threat that generated the need in the
first instance is a moving teqer.

The current pr- leaves little flezibility (Liea, as "rigid" beelined speition)
for integrating changes to systems under development, when those changes an caused by
new tzhnology or nastiol priority or thrmt-moivated changes to miion requirement.
While beelining is a poetive sep to produce progrm stability for long lasting prograims
it can stf neded changes. Whe changes are applied they add cos to acntrws,
adversly affect schdule% and can caus contrator or goverment deviations from their

Recen changes to DoD standards and Policies have streamlined the acquisition
reporting chalA &ad may shmplify the generation of echnical development requirement..
Even with the I lmai of current changes to the acquisition procem however, the
potential for delay re~man where changes must be introduced. Unlm development
timalne can be reftue or flexbility can be provided in the acquisition pryn1, the
potential for mlmed technology and delayed program changus will increase acquisitioni
c= and reduce our ability to respond to the evolving thmt.

As the syt• au town to the operatioa community for testing, the fraliati
that the operational utility of the syste may be deficient comes too late for changes to
be rapidly and economically applied to correc the system.

3
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Operational testing returns focus to the mission. The current state of the system
requirements and the ability of the developed system to attain operational utility against
that requirement is audited. With regard to the original mission requiremenrm the result
of system changes in need, understanding, and people in responsible positions, create new
measures of effectiveness at a very late stage. This activity frequently creates surprises
and may well require costly changes in the system during or after deployment.

71M RGle 9f T=g and ExnlHa== in Ihe Ag===a ft

As st•ted in DoD Directive 500.3, "'he primary purpose of all T&E is to make a
direct contribution to the timely development, production, and fielding of systems that
meet the usezs' requirements and are operationally effective and suitable" It is
generally agreed that this should be accomplished by a continuous assessment of the
system's capabilities (or potential capabilities) as it progresses through the process.
Defense Test and Evaluation is organized into two par Development T&E and
Operational T&E. DT&E is conducted to assist in the engineering design of the systems
as well as to verify attainment of technical performance specficadions, objectives and
supportability (as identified in the contt between the Governme= t and the Contractor).
OT&E is conducted to determin the operational effectiveness and suitability of the
system for use in combat by typical military users.

Test and evaluation is a critical component of our existing acquisition proces. The
test and evaluation world is split into two general communities of development and
operational test and evaluation. Each plays a distin,:t role in the acquisition proles as
pictured in Figure 2-2, but both exist to help fi'ed operational weapon systems that work
and are effective in combat conditions. DT&E is focumed on making the system work
and OT&E is focussed on how well it works.

DoD 500.3 state. that DT&E is conducted throughout various phases of the
acquisito proces to ensure the acquisition and fielding of an effective and supportable
"sytm by assisting in the enginering desig and developnmet and verifying attainment
of technical performance senations, objectives, and supportability. DTE is an
integral part of the full-scale development process They are constantly reviewing the
design. prototypes, and development test results against the functional and technical

Development toting cove a wide range of components and conditions ranging from
m~aterial sample toting to full up system testing. The purpose of development testing
includes turs to evaluate deign approaches, tests to collect data to validate analytical
model's tets to em chnical risk. tum to verify technical perfomance, tet to
demonstrt qspuflati compliaa, and tests to predic operational prformance. All
them turm an famsed on ensuring that the development proxes yields a syem that
complies With do technical specifications.

nve p evalu•at= has historically focussed on evaluating the results of
development testng against the requirements outlined in the technical spc-W aios
Evaluation plannain most often follows the test planning effort, thus the evaluation
methodolg is most ofun driven by the test events alredy planned The evaluator must
make do with the roulu available from the development tuam

6



OI&E

Title 10 U.SC Section 138 define OT&E as: "the field testing, under realistic
combat conditions, of any item of (or key component of) weapons, equipment, or
munitions for the purpose of determining the effectiveness and suitability of the weapons,
equipment, or munitions for use in combat by typical military users; and the evaluation
of the results of such tests."

OT&E is tasked with field testing weapon systems in realistic conditions to
determine effectivenem and suitability. OT&E is the key player in the operational
tasting portion of the acquisition procem. They perform the final examination of the
weapons system to determines its effectivenem against the Required Operational
Capabilities (ROC).

As prescribed by law, operational testing must test as much of the weapon system
as possible in conditions as near as are achievable to actual combat. This mandate is
difficult to achieve because of constraints due to cost, security, safety, test

r mea ti terrain. treaty compliance, and many others. For example, one cannot
kill soldiers to determine the kill effectiveness of a new bullet or rifle design. The law
also requires operational testing to determine operational effectiveness and suitability.
Operational effectivenes as defined in DoD SM0.3-M-1 means: "The overall degee of
minion aeccompishment of a system when used by representative permnel in the
environment planned or expected for operational employment of the system considering
organization. doctrine tactim. survivability vulnerability, and threat (including
coumear e and nuclear threats)."

Operational suitability i defined am "The degree to which a system can be
satisfactorily placed in field use, with consideratim given to availabiliy, compatibility,
tra tability, reliability, wartime use rate, maintainabilit, safety, human factors,
manpower supportability, logistic supportability, documentation, and training
requirement."

The determination of operational effectivenes and suitability as defined above is
impomibl. based solely on field tet results without further analyss This further
analys or evaluation must rely morn and more on modeling and simulation as weapon
systems increase in complexity and in light of the various constraints placed an field

The Tet Evaluation and Master Plan (TEMP) defines and intgrates the DT&E and
OT&E efforts for all major weapon sysem procunzmnt. It relates progm schedule,
don mijutm%. tm managem t structure, and tet resoures to critial twhnial
chanc&-erus ail operaonm a m s, evaluation cnri and procedures. It is used
as a twl for overstht, review, and approval of the tet and evaluation effort by OSD
and all DoD compen. The TEMP as described in DoD 9=00."-l is brief by directive
and expicitly cov the sys nquirement, program summary, DT&E, OT&E, and test
and evaluation rum=&e. The initial TEMP must be submitted to ODDDRET&E) p= to
Milestone I and updated at least annually thereafter. In summary, the TEMP is viewed
as a lving document throughout the acquition cycle, outlining the roles of DT&E and
OT&E.

Two major wuknenes were obrved In viewing the role of text and evaluation in
the acquisition Procn The firs observation was that there is a need to have the
OT&E community pakcipLase thmghout the entir acquisition pr•o., not Just at the

7



end (as related to the "late" discussion earlier). The second observation was that the
test and evaluation efforts rely almost solely on test results Which often do not arrive
until late in the development cycle when design changes are costly (as related to the
"rigid" discussion earlier). These observations can be addressed and their effect
mitigated by policy changes and increased use of modeling and simulation.

QI&E B~iai

It was observed that the OT&E community is not heavily involved in the acquisition
process until near the end of the program. As described earlmer the Task Force felt
that this is too late to be of benefit. A weapon system tends to meet its technical
specifications yet at ti-e fails its operational tests. This is a fundamental weakness in
the acquisition proe and is attributed to unforecaste and perhaps unforecastble
changes in the threat or environment. Early and continual involvement of the OT&E
community (or its function) could help mitigte the effect of these surprises, reduce
weapon system costs, and yield more effective weapon systems.

Iu= Emphaisa

It was observed that the test and evaluation community places a heavy emphasis on
test and a light emphasis on evaluation. Test and evaluation are interrelated and
complementary proce-se-mi both of which are necessa~ry neither alone is sufficient%.

Evauatoncan be used to )udge overall. system performance against the operational
misson requirements and to reaseeii performance as the miozon requirements and
system design evolve. This evaluation is supplemented by test results. Evolving analytical
models and simulation can help. A consistent and traceable aet of evaluation tools could
be used throughout the acquisiton cycle to help mitigate surprises encunterd during
operational tests The framework for the trest and evaluation process could be
documented and updated in the TEMP. Modeling and simulation could play a major role
in improving the evaluation procm.

33e Blmob 9C BO I& e IM-OSI

Modeling and simulation (MIS) is used extensively throughout the acquisition
proces.. MIS i sta times used in establishing the miszn rqiemns in designing the
weapons system, and in forecasting the weapon syste on

LU. and 11AM ge SUMlaU=
Writhin the defense estblishment, the body of simulation usiers within the Servces

and -amng defenses coutoes is large Thus Include Defens agencies, Service
laboratories aud schools, rmussh center. analysis divisions progam offices (PM/SOB)
contractors a"i = recenly, the Service Operationa Test Agencie (O1TAN) Indfeed,
thelistI of thus organluions wet using simulationsi is probabily quit short.

u1 imulaticas to support exercises trining and wargaming we=e consdered, most
of the field cammands would be included, making the list of nan-Usersi vanishingly -al1
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Despite this myriad of users, simulation types/applications and the differences
between Service organization/procedures, some generally applicable observations can be
drawn of the acquisition procem

Deficiency Identification

Mission Requirement

Required Operonal Chacrsc

Functional/Technical Specification

Full Scale DevelopmentI Developmnt Testing

Operational Testing

Prodbcdon & Fielding

Uppuad

The prMW of idntifying defciencie and developing misdon requirtmmnts is, of
nectiity, supported by limited and mpreciem data. It is based largely on "orticalu
data whirh iunludes atmaxte -of technologicai advances and their military applimbility as
well. as etimats o thrm atdvagms and potetiaL "Hlgorical' data - pest conmbt
rminm and prfomanM Of current systems - are also available. While
ph;&yxzc inw simulatins play an important role, translation of them data into a
niumo level requirae t demands that some hge level "model' be ured. If mulations
arn usd, thy have been opetmoatl (or hig ) "le simujation. 3  TYplcaY *tY have
alm been a ytc j* amm Me ui mWk el o typcally mppon ft Urdeof
analyms in As whic ppor fthe Matons, II decisio at which im a pferr"
ye alrech Is nect and im requie• d operamtionaL c haraeistic ar fmr defined.

Particularly if Mama 0 and I ae not combined, prottype a demm 1lon/lab data

31n some acquisition programs, documented use of simulation to identify
requiremets is abmnt.

40cot and Operetional Effective... Ana~lysis.

5 Ddsn AcqiTMion Boand (DAB) program decision point approvn to proceed with
int lifoycle phase, DoD Instruction 0o02.
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may also be available. The mission area analyses and COEAs that support the process of
requirements are the responsibility of the Service staffs - i.e., the proponents of the
system.

As the program moves through concept demonstration/validation and the program
office becomes established, simulation tends to drop down to the system or engagement
level (ia., one-on-one). As technical performance data become available, engineering
models are refined and then used as a development tool. These system or engagement
level models are often used to quantify the government's Request for Proposals (RFP).
Contractor proposals use system, engineering and cost models. A set of technical
specifications for full scale development results. After Milestone L simulation use
resides increasingly in the program office and more significantly the contractor(s).

After the technical specificatins have been placed in a contract and FSD
progre. the majrity of simulation suppor the attainmeut of those specifications
rather than addresing the mision requirement directly. Uncertinty as to how well themi.io requirement is being met can develop if the FSD system is not fully meeting the
technical specifications. System and engnering level simulation dominate. Manned
simulatrms are used extensively, especially in the aircraft industy. Hardware-in-the-loop
simulations are also used, particularly in sensor/ECM programs. These simulators may
also be used in suppozrg devaeopaimt testing. EngagW ment level modeling is not that
uncommn particularly if an engagement level requiremenut is in the ontract (e.g.,
MI.RS& rW requirement of defeating X permnt of a battalion with a salvo).

As the program pzogriea to the operational tos phase, simulations continue to be
used. Since operational Uts are conducted in the field by troope, live munitions canno
be used. Therefore simulator replicate fixing (eg., lasers and lase detector. and
simulations provide "kill" reult. These simulaioms may be very detailed egineering
models, such as miie fly-out models or Nk tablem, which have been gmerated by
vulnerability simulamns off-line to t . The fildd threat in operational taft also
consi of "simulators", ei~the US. systems of varying fidelty v thas of the theat or
specially degned manned dmulat used as thnre sumrogaes Thus, a subuanta
amount of field data is bud on simultin.

The Sevic opatima tet agenci (OTs that have the rposbility of
coduxw g tem have traditinlly not developed or used simulati•o in their ovauations.
In the past two yam however, this has bn chaning as the Dirt of Operaol
Tet and Evaluati h bean ur that opemrti aeemimu be made early, well
beoe ft ts imelf. Sie tbi is a reslatively new effort and th OTAs have limid
rsount prominmt oeaple of simulatio ue in suppo of erly operatioal
mmu ane lacking.

While 09 above simplified chrateiainm applies to the "typical" sYOm. 00110
sysum at 0W direedm ane also toned and evluated in joint twt and operatIo
utility ealuaLtmm (OU& S&me of thm acdivitime u ;mlatim extensively. For
eample t AMA" OU wn aoducted on netced manned simulatrL

Cndibil~iug mom MuAnd S3ILuaan

As the us of dmulatWio hs increasd in DD, the imultionis themalva have
grown in in and O plegity. In fact, mt simbi tht appear in the acquidtin
Se- ar too complimc d to be sufficiently adabla by dsclu akersin the

timn available lesding to seriou comens of validity. It is buoming ever more
ImuP"o"nt to moe that te rmula of simulatons used o suppot mayjr acquisitimo

s ns a rl e and that they do noa pom inordinate rikk Since imulations may
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be the only practical evaluation tools available for certain acquisition decisions, steps
must be taken to asure a justifiable measure of confidence in the results provided by
such models and simulations.

An essential attribute of every truly useful model or simulation is that it has earned
a high degree of credibility; its construction execution, and the interpretation of results
are considered to be "good and true", taken in the proper context. In several previous
studies of modeling and simulation, the czeibill of a simulation has been identified as
the key determinant of utility.

System and subsystem models at the engineering level, particularly those which
model functions that are exercised in peacetme, seem to enjoy a fairly high level of
credibility. For example, it is virtually impomible to imagine a modern aircraft
development program that would not make extensive use of wind tumnels and flight
dynamics simulation It has been shown that them simulations frequently permit a
reduction in the number of flight hours required during the development proces. This
high level of simulation credibility can be attributed to the degree of understanding of
aerodynamics (at least empirically) and the use of instrumented flight test data to
continually improve the fidelity of such simuladons.

Complex combat simulations which estimate operational performance at the fore-on-
force leve (am would also argue at the one-one-one engagement level) naturally
encountr a great deal more skepticism. since these high level mode's must necemarily
make simplifying aumptions and sacrifice detail. Conributing to this distust is the
fact that the fundamental theoretical bases for the smplifications are les well
understoodn (Lanchnster's equations hardly inspire the confidence of Miazwells) The
importsne of human performance factors is an additional complication. It Could be
argued that only actual combt, with isumenamtion to collect data, could fully resolve
all the suspect elemenu of simulation. Use of multiple models with different theoretical
approsaches and smaumptions may provide a hedge against the uncertainty of ou
fundamental knowledge of combat prcenm Thes different approacbes and aumptions
must be macd clear, howevur, else the different models ar likely to generate mor
confusion than insight.

Althoug many attempts have b•n made to develop procedure for auinm the
credibility of a model/almulatim now have gained widespread acceptance. At the
present time, ther is no policy or pro.m in place In DoD to am .. the credibility of
specific models and smulato to be used in the test and evaluation and the acquisition

In genetal th Tak Force notes that, due to the variability of applications and
different immin t be addzýd by simulation rum of simila modes it is unrealistic to
attempt to "Oedcr "' a= single mode) for more than m specific application smerio.
This is not to ms. howevme. that a more rigorous evaluation pracew of model simulations
Is not needed; it . Furthew, because of the wide diversity of models and simulation
acenario% it is unzuoable to expeat that any singl Oucaretation! agency could be
effective in mauating every model propond by DoD agenda in support of arguments
rekatd to acquiti ded Ieed, the Task Force holds that the credibility of a
model or simulation has manin only in the con t of the modeI applitio to a
ipecifc probem and reflhcas not only the int•ty of te model formulation iuelf, but
alo tM validity of the input data and the qualcaiM os of the executing the model
and tbe inrprting thM mmlL In sbort, the entire proc that uses the results of
simultiom in arriving at oclusions should be sbeted to ucrutnr, the apprmval of
any subset of procedural stope in insufficient to ate the credibility Of results
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Most of the large simulation models used in DoD contain one or more of several
"building block" submodeis or databases developed independently by executive agent, such
as the nuclear effects submodels formulated by DNA and threat submodels constructed by
DIA. The credibility of these special purpose, reusable simulation moduls derives
primarily from confidence in the originating agency, and measures should be taken to
support the currency, maintenance, and appropriate use of theme submodule.

In contrast, the isnue of credibility must be addre.sd anew for each unexplored
application based on the larger, more complicated simulation models involving interactions
beyond well-understood physical laws. Many of the more complex models have earned
respect over time; however, caution is appropriate even for thee cam since such models
are used by disparate groups who may not be intimately familiar with the original
constructs and amumptions of such models. The Task Force has found no standard
proem for ensuring credibility. As wan-anted by the import of the decision involved,
clam scrutiny of the modeling/simulation procei and its application to the question at
hand is needed, and may be best carried out by an independent panel of experts, selected
on a case-by-case basis.

Although model simulations are frequently cited in support of propmed major
aqui n programs, there is currently no prescribed reporting requirement that
adequately addriess the use of modeling and simulation in the acqusition program.
either prior to or during the development phases. The Task Force believe, that this
simple omission detracts from the credibility of properly employed simulation. The
planned use of modeling and simulation should be repor in the Milest•oe
documena provided the DAB. at loe in summary form, along with the methodologies
of application and interpretation. a description of applicable simulation limitations,
aumptims, exrapolations, and senuitivitie.

Recent advanes in technalo have aeceleratd and broadened the applicatim of
modelin and simulation. Developments in the compiter sdc ces can do much to promote
the stnddintin of model simulation sfrem saucuree, module and databae
interfaces, and languages, By embracing many of these new techniques and guidelines
the proper opsration of simulation models can be more easily ensued. Further,
evaluation methods can be made more powerful and rnmuring leding to a more
accurate aussme of the credibility of modals and simulations.

In general. the Task Force has identified four area of concern regarding modeling

and simulation credibilitTy.

a) Presarving the credibility of specialiad, reusble model elements

b) Evlahaing the credibility of largemscle simulations used in the acquisitiondmdA= proasm

c) Paollimtin so eunix of credibility by proper reporting of M/S -methodolog
in afop DAB docum" and

d) Ezpý tn xww technjologie for improving fth credibility of simulatio

Modeling and simulation can be an effective tool in the acquisition pr=0, if used.
throughmt the ssm life cycle. Molng and simnlatfo conuibuit knowledgp and

undmundngOf smmand mindon requirsamt, myste effectiviemm and coo
Srm decisions. The Taok Foce found that increased M/S effort in
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the following broad acquisition areas could be helpful to modeling and simulation

concerns

Missn RaM Genetn

MWS is used to establish mission requirements because it is generally the only tool
available in the genesis of a weapon system acquisition. Figure 2-3. The use of M/S to
establish minsion requirements vanes from program to program and from Service to
Service. Two basic forces drive changes in mi.sion requirements. The first is the push
of advancing technology that make more effective weapons possible, and the second is
the pull of the evolving threats. Both of these forces drive changes in mission
requaiments. The use of M/S to forecast the threat ten to fifteen years in the future
is very difficult and -riddled with vagueness. Also, the use of M/S to predict
technological advances, although based on years of extensive research, is often quite
imprecise. On the other hand, rarely do we predict the appearance of the truly
revolutionary system (i.., atom bomb).

To effectively set mission requirements it is necessary to model more than the
weapon system capability of interest as shown i Figure 2-3. It is often necessary to
model many-on- many systems, force-on-force engagements, and sometim nation-
versms-nation engagmenx. Modeling greatr groupings of forces reslts in increased
levels of aggregation with resulting loses in precisio and certainty. Once the mission
requirements are aet the m-d!- are often set by the wayside until the next technology
push or threat pull appears.

Proper WS use can provide more illumination of choicme in the operational
requirement p 1nm r m In the beginning of the acquisition proces operational requirements
are driven by advancng technology and evolving threat. WS is 'be only tool available
to evaluate the full ambit of force strucwz doctrine, weapon sysems, and threats to
guide weapon system procurement. The requirements pocs is by nature inezc
because it is difficult to forecast the threa., technological advancement, docutinal
change% and ost ten to fifteen yam in the future. A good requirements evaluation
must incude ecursin analysi in many dimensions to properly account for and bomd
the uncerdzitiem in the assumptions. It is also important that then models reflect
reality w much as poassble. For cxample, to properly investigate doctrinal changes it
may be nscory to introduce people in the loop of the simulations. The WS developed
in the conceptual stage of an acquisition ahould be viewed as a tool that will be further-eaoe and eupended throughout the developmenit cycle.

M/S a. uind mm extnmively as a development desi tool. MS dein tools often
mature thwep the development proces, often supplmented by development test
raults. MS i mud early in the development Iprcin for initial performance evaluation
and fim oida symei sizing. Laetr in the development proc.. M/S is used for detailed
Sysl zing and degn vniflication. Near the end of a development program MWS ia
usd to inppml ut the development tet program to anayr regions of the envelope that
are eithe impablP, mdy, or unafe to investigate through, testing. WS is used very
effecdvely a a desgn development tool by the developing contractois

Proper use of M/S can provWe mor flexibility in the development part of the
acquidtion proc... The development portim of the acquisition proc.. is often viewed
S too rigi bmcmas of stnrt dees requirement embodied in the technical

speifiatins.Th underlying goal of weapmos system procmuremnt is to acquire and
field effective and mpportable systems. The MIS tools developed in the operation
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requirements phase could be utilized to evaluate the relative applicability of the technical
specification throughout the development cycle, which is often five to ten yearn. This
would allow revision of a technical specification in the development phase when the
revision will yield a more effective or more supportable weapon system. This should not
be viewed as a lics to continually revise the technical specification, but as a Insert
mechanism to revise a technical specification that originally may have been overly rigid.
The M/S ools developed for operation requirement generation will need to be expanded
and refined to accomplish theme goals.

C Egzmng

WS is used throughout the acquisition cycle to forecast weapon system costs. The
credibility of these models has historically been suspect, as is evident in the pres.
There are some basic reasons for the lack of credibility in cost prediction models. Cost
models are reliant on a vague set of assumptions in the beginning of the process. Early
in the acquisition cycle ther is often no clear description of the weapon system and
definitely no design details This is compounded by vas uncertainties in the value of
the dollar ten to fifteen years downstream. Most weapon system developments involve
some degree of technical risk that further complicates development cost predictions. All
these factors and more Contribute to making cos forecasting a very difficult talk
analogous to forecasting the threat. Frequently, the office of management and budget
dictated p"lnn•in factors for coot escalation that will out weigh all other elements of
cost factors

It is evident that M/S plays a lap role in the acquisition procem but the Task
Force believes that its use could be improved to further enhance weapon system
procuruent. M/S could be more effectively applied to provide more illumination early in
the acquisition proe, to provide more flexibility in the middle of the acquisition
procpus, and to provide more consistent utility evaluation throughout the entire
acquisition procem

Proper use of M/S can be used to provide a more consistent utility evaluation
throughout the entire acquision cyl. Often, the operationl utility of an acquisiton
program i evaluated twice in it's quisiton cycle. The early evaluation is during the
miinon requirement and required operational capabilities section of the acquisition
pvram. The final evaluation is during the operational test suction of the acquisition
proctei. The length of time between the former and latter is normally between six to
ten yeam A lot can change during that time span including evolving threat new
technology, and changing economic factors that could change the utility of the weapon
sysem in development. A conswent evaluaticn (iLe, use of the mine M/S tools and or
tem) of the opeaioal utility (ie. effectivenem and supportability) throughout the
development cycl would enligrtan key decision makers during the budgeting ;p19
This cons--tent evaluation pa,- could be used to revise technical specifications when
appropria (as mu6 above) or to curtail or cancel development programs that provide
little gain in opuAt l utility. If /S can shortan the acquistion placM the enemy
is denied the opposmnit to field counter measures inside our Production cycle.
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SBErmON 3 - CONCLUSIONS

Blased on thes findings, the Task Force came to the following conclusions:

a. On the role of models and simulatin in the evaluation process

1. The foundation of the acquisition procoess, the operational
requizement and its translation into system terms. can be improved.

2. Early and continual involvement of the OT&E community can
contribute to and improve the acquisition process. Modeling and
simulation can assist in this effort.

3. A development program, am embodied in a specification and contract,
may become overly rigid, restricting the willingness to evaluate and
incorporat changes as threat, technology and knowledge evolve.
Modeling and simulation can be used as a tool, for continual
evaluation of potential change..

4. Accounting for human performance early in systems acquisition improves
system capability and enhances the ability of the tat and evaluation
1--ms to predict operational, performance.

b. On the credibility of models and uimulaftio

1. Simulations used by DoD have prolierated. Frequently they are
incomplete, too lIrg or not thoroughly understood. Their credibility is
quentioned.

Availability of high quality, reusable MWS elements culd. decrease
redundant efforts while improving quality of key elements.

2. A prowin don. not musxt to provide an independent, objective evaluation
Of WS Utilimatimn

The credibility of a WIS cannot be considered separately from its
application to a specific problem, the validity of data inputs, and the

qua~f~atinsof thos executing the model and interpreting the results.

3. Current DAB documentation doe not addres model and simulation.
redibility.

4. Advancing techology in both hardware and software offer opportunities
for improving the credibility and applicability of W&S Continued,
reseach is needed.
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SECTION 4 - RBCEOMMENDATIONS

Based on this evaluation, the following recommendations are made:

a. For the role of models and simulations in the evaluation proces;

1. The Service acquisition executives should ensure that M/S excursion
analyse are applied systematically to help reach and maintain agreement
on major aspects of requirements and system performanc•.

2. The DOT&E and service OT&E communities should be chartered to
participate early in the requirements poc. In particular, they should
translate operational requirements into an evaluation framework and
document the roles for M/S as well as for testing in meeting evaluation
objectives at each milestone and as appropriate between milestones.

3. The USDA) should establish policy and provide guidance to the
acquisition community for systematically reevaluating system specifications
using M/S and test results.

4. Service acquisition executives should ensure that the development
programs employ man-in-the-loop simulation beginning with requirements
definition and mature the simulation along with the hardware throughout
the acquisition process

JCS/CINCS should exploit technology capabiltie in distributed computing
and networking to simulate coordinated combined arms engagements with
man-in-the-loop simulations and to evaluate reults against live

b. For the credibility of models and simuation;

1. USDCA) should ensure refinement, maintenance and availability of models,
weapon and threat data descriptions, and simulation elements having wide
DoD utility.

Appropriate JCS and OSD offices should select/fund executive agents
to maintain elenant repositories (DNA-Nuclear models, DIA-Threat
date, Jhrs, etc.) complete with databainm, code librarim, and
documented limitations.

2. USD(A) should charter DDR&E to enable, as necmary, independent panels
co emparm to amere specific applications of M/S rults on which
acquitilm decision an based. The work would be tasked m a case-by-
casm be and include particip•nts from academia, industry, and the
government.

3. USDMA) should modify DODI 5000.2 to require that DAB documentation
(SCP/DCP. TEMP, COEA and CAIG) 1 =r the appliability of models
and •imulation. For exampl, the documentation could consider the M/S
plan and methodolo . limitati , mptin, apolto,
mssvltim, rmult, analy, ad vlidatio• .
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4. DDR&E should continue to fund M/S technology at both the fundamental
and application levels, including the M/S interfaces and languages,
executable specifications, model interoperability, validation techniques and
tools, and parallel and networked simulations.
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON. CC 20301

3 0 MAR 1989

ACQUISITION

MEMORANDUM FOR CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD

SUBJECT: Terms ot Reference - Defense Science Board (DSB) 1989
Summer Study Task Force on Improving Test and
Evaluation Effectiveness

You are requested to form a Summer Study Task Force to
examine the contributions of modeling and simulation to Defense
tess and. evaluation so as to improve the acquisition process.
Collateral tasks should examine ways to increase credibility,
realism and objectivity in the test and evaluation process.
This study should delineate the benefit to be derived from the
timely use and role of validated models and simulations in lieu
of threat targets and environments due to practicality,
security, international treaties, and/or civilian encroachment
considerations. The expected outcome should be test and
evaluation initiatives required to definitize the scope and
fidelity of testing required to: (1) support the quality
production of defense systems; (2) evaluate and reduce the
uncertainties associated with defense system
acquisition/production decisions; and (3) support, evaluate and
reduce the risks associated with Introducing new technologies
into defense weapon systems acquisition/production decisions.

The perception Persists that less than credible, realistic
and objective test results are obtained through the use of
models and simulations in lieu ot threat targets and
environments. At the same time, system costs and real world
test restrictions have increased our dependence on models and
simulations. Task Force efforts should include:

- Review prevailing use of models, laboratory tests and
field tests.

- Determine appropriate situations in which to test and/or
model.

- What fidelity of representation of the system under test
and its environment is required?

- What discipline governs interpretation of results and its
application?

This Task Force will be sponsored by the Office of the
Deputy Director Defense Research and Engineering for Test and
Evaluation (ODDDRE(T&E)). Brigadier General Robert A. Duffy,

A-I



USAF (Ret.) has agreed to serve as Task Force Chairman. The
Executive Secretary will be Colonel Matthew M. McGuire, USA,
ODDDRE(T&E/WSA), and the DSB Secretariat Representative will be
Commander George A. Mikolai, USN. It is not anticipated that
your inquiry will need to go into any "particular matters"
within the meaning of Section 208 of Title 18, United States
Code.

The Terms of Reference for this Task Force include no assiqnments
to the Task Force that would indicate the Task Force would be
participating personally and substantially in the conduct of any
specific procurement or place any member in the position of acting
as a "procurement official". OGCd

Date: 11- YA 4.y"N
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APPE•DIX B -

T&E MODEL AND SIMULATION
EFFECTrINESS TASK FORCE

CHAIRMAN:
Won Robert A. Duffy, USAF (RMet)

LG=n James A. Abrahamson, USAF (Ret.)
Mr. Norman R. Augustine
Dr. Solomon J. Buchsbaum
Dr. Raymond & Colladay
Mr. Vincent N. Cook
Prof. Katherine T. Faber
Mr. David R. Heebner
Dr. Dennis R. Hom
Dr. Barry M. Horowitz
MGcn Ralph H. Jwobson, USAF (Rot)
Dr. Anita L Jones
Dr. Paul G. Kaminski
Adm. Lawo C. Kidd Jr., USN (Ret.)
MW. Sol Love
Dr. A. Louis Medin
Dr. John M. Palms
Dr. Victor H. Rum
Prof. Thomas F. Rosenbaum
L•,n Philip D. Shutler, USMC (Rat.)
Chn Dona A. Starry, USA (Ret.)
Gen John W. Vesey Jr. USA (Rat.)

GOVERW0 ADVISM
DDDRE(T&E): Dr. IL Steven KImmel
DOT&E:. Dr. Patricia Sandern
PAE- Dr. David Galagher
DIA. Mr. Nick Bennet
DNA. VAdm. John T. Parker

Dr. Leon Wirtwer
DCA. Dr. Robert Lyous
SDI. Dr. Richard Bleach
ARMY: Mr. Amed (Pete) IL Raid
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LTXo Robert J. Schwarz
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Dr. Gary C. Comfort
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APPENDIX C

BRIEFINGS PRESENTED TO THE DSB TASK FORCE
ON IMPROVING T&E EFCWNS

Meeting - April 11. 1989

PrntrhinaiAtn

Overview of Task Force Requirements Kimmel/USDRE (DDTE)

industry Perspective on Improving Test Gansler/TASC
and Evaluation Effectiveness

JCS Perspective on Test and Evaluation Roake
Modeling and Simulation

SDI Program Strategy Bleach/SDIO/OSD

DOT&E Modeling and Simulation Concerns Sander./DOT&E

Meeting - June 6/7, 1989

flese

Deep Fires Requirement & Threat Reid/AMSAA
MLRS-TOW Program Overview Reed/HQDA
Accredation Pro, for M&S Beavers/AMSAA
CODEA Methadology Overview JonewTRADOC

ContreuuzuModeling/Analysis Pglamo/LIABCO)M
Engineering Model Validation BradaWWMCOM
6-DOE Submunition Tkajectory Model Sandeii/MICOM
Drop Tomn & Comparion to Models SandeWsMICOM
HadaeýT@Lo Simulation Cole/MICOM
Captive Flight Tests & Data Analysis Bradas/MCOM
Battlefield. Envizonment Simnulation Alongi/MICOM
MLRS-TGW Effectvenai Modeling Mc~lung/PMO
Reliability Growth Modeling Foulkuu/AMSA-A
Taut and Evaluation Momr Plan Foulkuu/AMSAA
Softwwz, DwelopmeAVW&V Holezan/SDINC!
Sysum Tnainm Nally/Ft. Sill,
Maintenance Thalma Blount/OMM~CS
Vuimmwlbty/L@*ltty Method Kirk/BRL
Model ing Is FinP Taut Pro, O'Bryon/DDDRE
BFVS Mablin~-atiung Auinent O'Dryan/DDDRE
AMSA% Bob. in T&B ReWdAMSAA
Technia 27/oDP KIngAMSAA
AM"A Symme Pftf. Eval. Method KIngAMSAA
supporata~ty Analysis Method Morton/AMSAA
OTEA'u Role in T&E DubWnOTEA
Modeling and Simulation in Suppor of OT&E DubWnOTEA
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BRUIEFNGS PRESENTED TO THE DSB TASK FORCE
ON IMPROVING T&E fa-FEC.IVENESS

Meeting- July 11-13, 1989

SPresenter/Orvani72tion

Use of M&S in OT&E Dubin/OTEA
Syst•m Effectivens Modeling Croteau/PA&E
OSD Cost Modeling lPA&E
Use of M&S in Army estimates Young, CEAC
Fleet Ballistic Missile- Fisber/FBMO
M&S concept paper presentation Horowitz
M&S in Support of the RDT&E Keil
V-22 Operational Requirement Schaefer/USMC
V-22 Preliminary Design MarTn/Bell
V-22 Risk Roduction/Duign Devel Taylor
V-22 DusignTat Support Gaffey
Avioni/F'Righ: Controls Balluer
Faciiity/Manufacturing Hays
Threat and Vulnerability Analysis johnson
Reliability and Maintain Predictions M oanp
Operational Avaiability Models Venulowky
Cost Analydi Models Weaeuibee
COhA M&S support Ku•uk
Flight Training and Simulators CurO•
USAF DSCS Ptoam Overview Ha•tigan/DCA
Threat Hag-pMTiCA
Sys. Simr-Intepad Ttm Facility Groon /Army
M&S for Ground Segment gardening Milotte/Army
Nuclear Environment & Threat Sim. WItmr/DNA
Link Effeat Evaluatiom & Mitigation Boguo.h/DNA
Performance Anuuument & Validation Bqpmhc/DNA
DSCS End-to-End P*rf0rmance Model Sims/CA
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APPENDIX D - GLOSSARY OF TERMS

AMRAAM - Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Mi.sile

CAIG - Cost Analysis Improvement Group

COEA - Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis

DAB - Defense Acquisition Board

DIA- Defense.Intelligence Agency

DNA - Defense Nuclear Agency

DOT&E - Director, Operational Test and Evaluation

DSB - Defense Sdce Board

DT&E - Development Test & Evaluation

ECM - Electroni Counter Measures

JCS/CINCS - Joint Chiefs of Staff/Commanders in Chief

FSD - Full Scale Development

M1LR&STOW - Multiple Launch Rocket System/Terminally Guided Weapo

M/S - Modeling and Simulatin

ODDDRB(T&E) - Office of Deputy Director for Defense Research
and Engineering (Test and Evaluation)

OSD - Office of the Secretary of Defense

OTA - Operational Test Agency

OT&E - Operatioal Tat & Evaluatio

PM - Progrm MMagr

RFP - Rquem fbr Pzopml

ROC - RequirW Opuesmal Capabilitie

sC/DCP - s3 Ci pF Pg•/•Decisi Coordinating Papr

SPO - Systm P"V= Office

TEMP - Tat Evaluatim and Master Plan

USD(A) - Unde Secretary of Defense Acquisition
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IMPROVING T&E EFFECTIVENESS

TERMS OF REFERENCE MANDATE

TO EXAMINE CONTRIBUTIONS OF

MODELING & SIMULATION

TO

DEFENSE TEST & EVALUATION

TO

IMPROVE THE ACQUISITION

PROCESS
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IMPROVING TSE EFFECTIVENESS

Terms Of Reference Mandate

To Examine Contitxifta of
Modeling aind Skiuladon

To

Defens Test miid Evwdumon

TO

improve fth Acqufsthlon Pics

(Slide 1] Our panel was asked to look at modeling and simulation as they pertin to test and
acquisition of defense systems. In the coume of doing our study, we discovered that in
order to make usefu suggsion on modeling and simulation wt hW to make

coinspoaing ~ains i themew of test an acquisition. So we broadened the
scpe ofr aciCvity to include all of these processes. That makes the subject of our study
pretty complex. so I am poing wo begin the briefing by providing an overview of the
thought: process used for reining all of these proceses. This should prvide the context
for the more detailed, &wsussion with regud to the study.

We recognizd tha wave the last ten years ther has bon a conanuafly-increased emphasis
plae on the use Of' specia government ts gam iaos idpne oof thet aqiton

oranzaiosto define, conductand evaluatbenthumits oNoer owa~et o eldeveloped systems; Mwi has been do= t dmp oveteaqst rcs yadn
conidnc t th podctondecisions= thseby. no-buy decmom that weigh oprtoal

test damn heavily. A snicatsde ffct of this enhsso hueo puoa teug
as an audit too after development, has been a caepnigsitin the ondokfth
development commimity an the overal Moeo prtonlssi hs change has been to
dc-emphaize the use of operational temig as a learning tool diiing development. That is
something the deeoe does while designing a system to bette understanding the

compicaed ntereltioshi bewee th spcifcatonsfor a system, die design for a
system and the ultimat opierational utilty that is being sought. Why does thins correlaton
occur? Well look at it through the eyes of a program manager who sees the world as..
his job is simply to develop a system. A user substantiates the utility of the systemn both
before and diking its devmelopment and an independent oraiainevaluates its utility
once it is developed. So, the program mana- s role is simply to be a provider of the
system with no specific requirement to deal with the utility of the system.

So, the question vime, "What are the consequences of this deemphasis; on operational
testing from being a learing tool during development." We will show a number of
examples to indicate that the consequences ate negative, and they are serious enough that
we make a number of 1 -conimendatimn to increas the use of operational testing during
development as a learning tool.

What does this have to do with modeling and simulation? Let me defer that for a minute
and provide some background on modeling and simulation. A model is an idealistic

rersetton of a system. A simulation is a process thaz permits us to evaluate a system
by stimulating a model with assumptions-inputs-and, observing responses. - the outputs.
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IMPROVING T&E EFFECTIVENESS

Use Of Simulation In
The Acquisition Process

RE••MENWS OEIELOPME DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATIONAL
PHASE PHASE TEST PHASES TEST PHAS.

Ileum -a-a ,**A WWNOW

(Slide 2] Of cou. the Defense Depaument as been using simulaton for years and yeas
and in many diffaerm ways ranging ftom, optmios resemh type simulasions which help
in the very early planning stages of a new pý to undertand the utity, to simulaions
used by deuigmn and developem, such as ua , me, Ip s designers or radar designers,
to simulawion to deal with human factoms such as cockpit simltors., simulws tiat
synthes)ie co-plicae envira me4ts ta red sysms, will opmae in, such as electonc
cOMbhat env._met and utimately the - n dImlatn which ame usually the
basis for our opemnonal tests. Ova the Iat lm yan we have seen the dynamic powth in
the computng and networking technology was which at the underinn or digia
simuladon. So we have sen a W4n0 1 in s in the mseu of simulanon.
Simulations thatcn be much moeb a ich lowe in cost thun they were in
earlier times k is not a very risky pedico to srne that this will probably contnue to be
uue for the next ten years. Since the aren't may things that get cheaper and better with
time, a question arises u to bow we ca take advantae of this evoluion of technology to
permt silmulado to have more value. Now beck to my discussion on o tionsl testiug
duing development for it leaning value. It is here that we ae ging to focus our atentionon simulation.

Fi=, we re ize that oeanonating during 1d s epem ve, and no one is
going to do it without cear vale. So the qutmon then is, MHow do we Imow what tests
are worth ru.ning" It is that role that we u= going to assign to simulation namely,
conducting simulations to help us idendfy and focus on areas of concern reated to the
ultmam utlity in operaton: of a product that is being developed. When the concern is
sufficient we should be willing to run ope doal tests armed at the issue raised by
simuladio. How you do dds will be discussed law in the briefln&

Another quesmon arises about simulation. We have all used simulations and had
experiences with simulations which gave us wrong results. Somehow or other, no reartv
how many good simulations we have worked with, everyone always moembers the ones
that gave poor or misleading results. So ther is a natural hesitancy o believe simulario.
This is a good thing, but the question aisms as to if we are going to make more use of
simulatons, what do we do about this credibility factor, especially when related to the
djecision process in the Defns DeparuNneInt. While I talkted earlier about production
decisions and operational testing, there are many other vey high-value decisions made
prior to producton decisions that don't have operational tests as ther basis, but My more
on simulmion. So the question ai u to how does the decision-maker know whether
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he's making a decision based on one of these bad simulatons or a good one? This
quesdon has been asked in many forms to ou panel: "Should a centuri organizaton be
created in the govenment to accredit simulatons that are peritted to be used in decision
making prceases simila to what has been done with operatonal testing - bring in an
independent team for greaer confidence?" "Should the government set up a cenral
management organization to not only accredit simulatons as being good ones for use in
impormnt decisions, but to manage the distibuion and re-use of those standard simulations
across a wider segment dtm might otherwise use them?" Over the course of the briefing I
will bring in this issue of credibility. With that, I am going to get into the details of our
study.
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IMPROVING T&E EFFECTIVENESS

Acquisition Process

6 UGF&M-3 Wos 4-10 Tom $-to se
Loin LM

[Slide 311 am going to begin with a discussion of the acquisition proces, the first of those
ftft proesses that we wte going to try to intarelat. We hav a very simple model here of
an acqwSznion procss It begins on the far left and has dathe -a the beginning, the
middle, and the end. They are what we usually think of as the mrequmrmenws, th
development, and operetioca test phase for prodcto de*Sion fmirong. If we look at the
beginning, that is, the period wheom people in the srIMe gee allm desirous of
improving thei capability to perfor a oiven mission and sImainn how some new
system or new technology can be exploited to make that possible. To do ht they have to
somehow or other extrapolate theDir pas exprinc inmiiiy oeations with their fanir
vision of systems and technology to bring shomn e vision of bow a new capablty can
make them more capable. This involves smkltgasupos such as what the enemny
fthra will be, what the doctrine will be fo o ow WAd for enemy twees what the
procedures for using this new capability wIl be, what the deployment of the new system.
will be. etc- So anumber of predictionsbaneto be madethatgVoalong with die

exirpoldonof the utilit. During this period peopegtna stoger or weaker feeling about
the ~ ~ F nee * a pytmadsmae eueto prna eerh type simulations I

referred to earlier so give $me s-1anao -o thed lee of utflity beforeproceedingbw~it a
new development. In the sense that it requires lots of prediction and extrapolasion, the
process, by its nanie, is termed loose. It is not that people don't do a good job or that they
are not doingtitheir best. it is just thatby its very nanirthis process has to be loome
involving predictions about ow own forces as well as enemy forces When People get a
strong enough feeling to p on with development they then bridge into that middle phase,
the developmntn phae The method of brdigis to e ada=o of atehiaseccao
for the product to, be developed. That tcialsefcaonis created by two groups: an
opervnnnal ron who had tha vision in the beinnand the group that is going to be

reposble for devlopmen which is& a19 m or ehaal-oneW proup. Through a
process of fur ther exirapolzon, that is ewar apoaions about lowe levels of details on the
technology and Iower levels of deadl about what might be the coupling between the
specifction and the opeaaional utility, a speva'cifatoun is born By its very nanir it is an
erroneous process Again, not errors due to people makting blunders but the specification
generation process involves even peste levels of prediction anMeuapOlaon than fth
loose process upo which it was founded to, star with Once tha spdcaion is created, it
becomes the bass for a convaict, a conuact tha must be rigorusl mansagd. So we shift
into a mode ftin loose things and eroe thig o so=ehin tha ha to be managed
rigorously. There is nothing zwrogwihshaz it's anecss of contacts. INone looks at
the musua length of the development pcesas this chr hwit lasts many, many year.
The propgram manager who does a good job is One who keeps his propmms stable through
rigorous management.

We call this phas "rigid" in the sense that we go flun a foundaition which is loowe to a
management process which is very rigorous and which is founded on keeping things
stable. We then bridge into the MWna phas which is the operaonal testing.
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Here an independent group is brought in to detemine whether or not this system reay has
enough utlity that it is worth prodicing. Ther are really three evaluadons going on in this
phase. One is the evaluation of the equipment itslf; the second is the evaluaton of the very
early work done by the platners who'mgined what the utilitywould be if such a system
were built. The dth is the evaluaton of the process that trnslated the vision of those
operatonal planners into a specificaion that was the basis for building the system, which
itself is subject to error. So we we testng three things, two of which could have been
tested ten years ago if we had the equipmenL So. in the sense that two of the three things
have had a very long period of delay without much additional work, these tests are very
late. They are also late in the sense that the cost of discovering a problem in this stage of
acquisiton is at its highest Either the cost of the development is sunk, if a program is
cancelled, or if a decision is made to rehabilitate the system. the cost of rehabilitton is at
its highest because in additon to doing the redesign work for the product, all of the support
costs associated with changing drawings, changing supmo equipmenti etc.. in keeping
with the modified design must be borne. When we, infat, find a failure in operatonal
tesing. we will refer to that as a surprise because it is hard to imagine that somebody
would go on developing a system for = yeas in antcipadow of a failure at the end. As
everyone knows ,in the Defense Departmmen suprises se very bad., because in additon tothe surprise of the detals of that paiicular development, the arndbily of the whole
acqisiton process is brought to the surface. And when the pvrcess itself has a lack of
credibility, it has a side effect on everything we do tht is nqga•v and inefficient, So it is
really very impor-at, from our paners point of view, to avoid surprises both for the
insanteous cost oan the system in quesio," and the credibility loss v the process as a
whole.
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IMPROVING ThE EFFECTIVENESS

Two Study Issues

* What can be done to help avoldtJ~s
durng1 i nme1pewnet o

(Slide 41 So ha rae tMe quesdon, "Can we do anything o avoid spises?" That arer~e • hem One is that we have them &Wd t wo, thas hapeay they am
avlet tak abow whether we have them or MS.
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"IMPROVING T&E EFFECTIVENESS

Typical Surprises

0 "Change In Aasmnpftwo Surprin

[Slide 5] The firstknd of surprise I am poing o discuss is what we caU "the change in
assumpton. surpise. ibis is where those early planner made some assumptons which
led them believe that the system or technology t.ey warned to advance would be useul,
like the threat, the deployment of the system if it were going oo be built, the envizannent it
would opeate in if it were ued,. and on and on. Then to yeon of development go by and
for whatever reasons the itm changes& the deployment plans change, the key featnurs
cange some of the baict suposcag.Te h oeao im s run and it is

determined that those changes wes so Crucial that the uniky of the pidn of from being
something that was ima•gn ed ms be tueful, to somet••in tha doei t seem likm it is worth it.
A good examl of this is the DIVAD. The DIVAD wu an a im r defense syam. It
was orginally conceived in the early "70s and de men ed in 1977. Its purpose
was tompozc theFww. moving arybfom closeafia ppn amacsby fixed-wing aircaft and
from s-nd helcopuck. At fte tme the proam was imdared fthe sandoff
heipter hreat was Sen as a th o range =m weapon. So the desiiners of
the DIVAD decided it needed a v-kilomete firing range. Well the development went on
through 1985, and during that period of development two thin happened to that threat.
Ones is the helicopte threat beaeprimary, and escond, the rag fthtfn cpblt
of the helicopter increased to six e We4l, the operadtioal test was run and it was
determined that the firing range of the DIVAD was indqut given the extended standoff
nuge of the helicopter th . The resut was that the piopaum was cancelled after $1.2

billion of kMvemen. Now it is not as if the development com .iy did not know that the
threat was changing. They did, but they had lots oadoal as to why it was still logical
so develop the DIVAD with its four kilommer firing tange. The point I want to make is not
that we should have produced, the DIVAD, but why did we have to wSit untl the end of
the program and having spent $1.2 billion to decide that the change in assumptions was
crucial Is there something we can do to make this sort of thing occur earlier?
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IMPROVING T&E EFFECTIVENESS

Typical Surprises

"* "Change In Assumptins Surprise

"* "Measure of Effectiveness" Sumpis

(Slide 6) The second type of surprise I want to tal about is what we Call the measures of
e Fri tiveness surprise. This is where the early planners had some way that they thought
about utility. Uf the system could do it good. that would be useful. Then we go through
the development process and aea m tn es in to run the test and they come in
with a different set of umiws DifferentI enough that what might seem like, a very useful
system no loge appears to be useful. The resul being that we do notouc the system.
An easy generic case for ahnln about this is when one pars= says sythem=y under
evaluationm1 m nina capabilitytatis akit betmer hanis ntdbe fold mday. and Isee no
other way of gettig it in the near ftuae, diat is )od enough for z&WheI a aoher
Person says, "No, no. no, I draw a chal line ndunless you'r better than that. the system
is not useful at alL" A good ecampt of doa is the Aq Iafnther Army developmenL.
The Aquila was an unmanned aisborne vehice and ippomwas wo cary sensors to
prodeaw M capaWbity sotaeadvantage of the -- ex-ne fIin rang. of Mudiy that the. Army

leayowns. Thes wepI can Enw to 15 or 20 Wioesr beyond the PLOT; weapons
such asthe 155 Howiner, and the MLRS rocket sYsom. Yeat they haeno way of
knowing what w ge s no at that distance unless he send o -tairon sp ontes or ground.
basedsponers not avery effectivewayýformsemF whatis out them So the idea is to
provide an unmanned irborneo veUl wit a -sensr .Rsw maybe even a laser
dlesignation system to aid thosweapons. The oi naI planners in 1974 said that, "...the
system was usefu if the sens oul eshl of dothergets out in their ma of vision, and
when targets were observed, 85 percent of thedwe the weapons could exploit it and
actually kill the taretm If the vehicle was not that hard to uwe, (eg., it would take less
than an hmow gogt out on statonand do ausable j b),thausto of capbdluea would rally
be useful to the Army." Well this program went on from 1974 s 198N7 andi 1987 an
operational test was run. It only included the TV senso. It did not include the full
capability. In the conduct of the sent there were sorme confusion factors like people didn't.
know how to operate unmanned vehicles very well. They had little eprence in doing
that, but nonetheless the test was run and the system generally sai=e l of those original
measures of effectiveness. Nonetheless it was determined that thoae were not good enough
to warmant production and the systemi was cancelled. That was an $812 million dollar
development. Now in looking at the report there is no indication as to what was good
enough. It was only stated that the system was not goo enough. So that raises the
question. "Should we go 13 years throVug$h a-evlpmn with the designers and planners
having a vision of what was good enough and then arrive at a decision point where it was
decided that this was nor good enough?" Why couldn't we have had substantiated
mneasures that the commwuniy as a whole had adopted as the ones? I will also point out that
many senior miflitay people still believe that wo, should produce the Aquila and that, in facs
if you look at it. there is nothing comning down the pike to give that extended range to the
capable weapons.
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IMPROVING T&E EFFECTIVENESS

Typical Surprises

"* "Change Irv Assumrptios" Surprise

"* "Measure of Effecivens" Surpris

"* -Lack of Maturity- surprise

(Slide 71 The third of supieI want wo talk about is what we call the "lack of
anmty surpise." is is whee a very manual tension in development alwaysocus

You get the system to the end of that raddl stage of deveo enadisste toddeo
strtthe operationaltesting. You have yoiwvery first uztisso systems avaiable for test.

They've had no time to matzoe- Certain pvts of a design in a system need to have real use
experienceP before they mature such as software bugs and hardware reliability, and so you
have a decision to make. Should Iluke the tim to get that exein. add that maturity,
and therefore have a better chance of running an opraoa :-- z with success, at the
expense of leaving a factory idle a factoy that bas a lot of people amd a lot of mAch les
ready to produce. On the odhe hand, should one enter the test, what might be consinered
as 1prematurely, in the sense of matwxity, but hopefully be able to get through an opra nal
test get a decision to produce. e that rats wcddng as quickly as possible, and do the

mauin urn telojlead uettkstog hefrtprodu1cmio 1= ot Almost
invariably the Defense epreztakes the later cotirse of ariskier enuy nt operational
tests to gain the econommc Of rapid podsctiol 7his is probably a god thn o do;
however, on occasion, you run a test where those nmatriy things bite yo~u. Agood
example of that occurred with YTIS, a tri-service airborne dasalink system that was being
evaluated. In this case the objective was to have a system with 400 hours moan time
between failures via pround test as a capability. When ITMD entered the operationLi test is
had about ten percent of that. As a result. the opra;oa Mes1er noted that the reliability
didn't seem very good and, in fact, is disrupted'the ability to run gad oper-atnal1 tests. So
they rightfully staned that the reliability apeae inadequate. Nbow this was no surprise to
the developmen-tcomwnmty. They kethtthese units had not had a chane to maume,
but it was a preat surprise to all of the Tni-Service people who. are presented with the results
of an operanonal tes and, who have no idea about the stawsof matuinty when the test
sumts -his raises all kinds of issues like, does the organization developing the system
know what it is doing?. Is the system any good? Is the manapment powp in the
government incompetent? The subject anues fen fuatens Sh~ to i test of the
credibility of the whoe acqwmton system that created JTIDS. As I stated earlier, that
really does not do anybody any good and it is also very inefficient. Why is it inefficent?
Red teams, special panels, brietings to everybody who has any affiliation with the use of
that system and invesunent o make, sart at a very rapid ace and use up a very long period
of ame before credibility is regained. In fact, on the JTIDS propams what hapndis
over the period of ayewar so, whie al that was going on the real system wa~s big
zmaturd and eventually showed via tesms about 80 percent of the matur reliability, and in
fact is now back in a more noamal mode of dievelopment. But at the expense of a very
long period of credibiit loss credibility that will probably never be fully regained, in that
system. Perhaps we should share the ktnowledge of the sure of maturity before we enter
operational test with the full set of involved players, rashe than have a very large set of
people be surprised by the end result of the demonsandon, that the system is not mature.
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IMPROVING T&E EFFECTIVENESS

Typical Surprises

"* "Change In Assumptions" Surprise

"* "Measure of Effectiveness" Surprise

"* "Lack of Maturity- Surprise

"* "Lack of Usability" Surprise

[Slide 8] The las: example I want o give I call the "lack of usability surprise." This is
where, for whatver reasons the user, the rel user, the soldia or pilot or sailor who is
.going to use the system. has had no chance to ty the system until tde operational eWs That
is, the developmet community bad surrogates trying it dosing development and so the very

rst tral of; m iii is during e es. The surjrise is when, in fact, the real users
donotlikeit. They saythesysum tmigt begoodandallthat&butwecannocuseit. Itis
too hardtouse. We juszdo notllike iL Wedonotwantit. Thisreally can happen. A
good example of this is a digital network built for the Stmgeic Air Comand, called
SACDIN. This was a network whose purpose was to disseminat emergecy acuon
messaes to die sm gic force marcre and to n•cive stams back fon dtwi f As you
cn imagine, this hu to be a very sac=r network. The system thae was bein developd

91N, utai d message eny erminals comparable to your *wo n ct hatl
might exis in your ofFice for a coaputer system, excep tdime 7wok t had to assure
security and there were all kinds of software measures taken to ass=r security. Well, the
Sysm was developed oe the amal moumse of tm and the operaional tes was r=n
6WR the featues buil into this syst, (ad you have to this was the most
secure sym imagined for that utme, nobody had evg zone this far in building security, so
the designers for securiy were very nervous) was that if a teminal had a lot of wrong
inputs put in, in sequence, it was posible that this wa a securay bech -. someone was
ayAng $n so-m way to disrupt the system - and they how the rminaL audited the most
recent dam and blew a whistle to bring in a security officer. That was how the system was
desiged Now y. gt so th opeanonal zest and you have a user using it who does not
have a lot of xperie e with that particula system and makes some errors, and he makes
enougsh of them tha4 in fact. it sam .es the criteria for being a potential security breach and
it feezes. At the end of the test the individual user says, "I canno= use that stuff, every
tume I make a mistake, instead of helping me it frtezs, it is not useful, I do not want it."
Well you go and fix that. You change some software; that usually handles maters like this
and it is fixed. Well to achieve the computer security, one had to have a specification that
was mathematically verified as mainaunmg security amnsfers, manual validation that the
real software matched the specificatim, and then employ professional teams whose job it is
to cry t do code breadng , to see if they can bre ak the sysem or not. All that has to be
done through a regression test process to accept the new changes in the software that
satisfy that man-machine problem. Ithat case we spent about a year redoing SACDIN to
solve the problem. In our panel's view, today this should never happen. You should
never ha a case wher an-imachine inracuton has not beeun evaluated by use of rapid
prototypes and simulation.
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IMPROVING ThE EFFECTIVENESS

Two Study Issues (Concluded)

"* What ca be dn, to helpavoW -urpise
during .nd en 0n operational tsig

" How can we increse the vldue of
and sl.bltion In Ow a pwocess,
and be confident of It use?

(Slide 93 Now I .am going to move away from est and get into ibe am of" simulation.
Then lawr I will bring is aUll together wih oa panrs emnendaions. So let me talk
about si Mo. I am going to begin by discussing da topic of confdewe in situlaton
thatI • 'ed t rleiar amd=n I will get into therole simulati to help us focus an
opertional testing during development as a second subjec=. So let us talk about
confidence.
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"IMPROVING T&E EFFECTIVENESS

Comparison Of Simulation Results
Among Six OTH Radar Organizations

PmiIt of iulolugo nu h no In 1S. ii on dwe cawe:
AF OTH Adw In Miaim. w~. 1.2Og ml. rtapn,

80 70 degeMe mlglIIie. mu-.ep mambu 25

Tm'gM Sban (iM' RADPr~Ui :16* aa
(Slide 101 This fnm set of examples, is to give an indicaton of how hard it is to assureconfidenceisim stm • hefirsexanpleis-ncise with an ovr-di-ha rda. .. Ova'-•c-hodzo ran are hihhqec ra dom7 which itwmit high
&A4VJYWWB"2td waves tha bounce off a inopm e modr ilmi. mgeu Wenl
be-yond line-.f sght. ax very long rnmge. Th'en these si me reflecteback at the radar
for targets via umi rem paths. These wen developed ? see 100 to 200 square
meter size mr such as bombers that might be aacking the United States.
During the peiod of mein which these early syste were developed. questions stred to
arise about cuise missiles because the Svie threat was changig to having sandoff muse

msuie cpblty, which had smalleross s ecton. Mwe question was asked. "What sort
of a m c ould be made to these radon we aleady invesmd in for bomber sized
...arge to maimdhem ..apable seein oaoise missiles?" Even frther questions wer asked
like. "Do I have to modify them atau?" s' e it ;uss out th if you kiow aboutHBF
propagaon you undersand that the performance of the radars va situaton dependen.
It depends an the path of propagauo. it depends on the time of=day i~t depends on the time
of year, it depends on where in the sunspot cycle the period is thas you ae operting in, all
bmcause of the effects of the ionosphem So a lot of margin is put into the design of over-
th e-hoizon radars to hmn41e off normal situations. So it was not a ridiculous to say, "Well
maybe in the more nominal propagaton coadidons you could snwally see very small things
even though the radar was designed to see bigger things." Well a bunch of experts, and
they ae listed on this cham who have a long-term expe ience with over-the-horizon radr
were going maound giving different, answers to this quesion. So some very wise person in
the government said. "Well you know, it could be that they ate all thinking about different
assumions when they ae answering the quesnon, and HFI propagaion is so assumption
dependent thai what we have to do is get them on an even pround on the assumptions." So
the government set up a special pmroess where all of these people who had simulation
models that they had used regulary in the course of daling with their bomber sized target
analysis and reliably so, were asked to look at idendcal cuitcstances and give answers to
what size targets could these radars see under a given circumstance? Each of those black
bars represents, for this one case that is shown on this chart, an answer that one of these
oranizanons gave. And as you can see, they vary from one organization saying. "80
square meters is the size you can see," to others saying you could see targets in the ones of
square meters, which is more in the range of what we me talking about when talking about
cruise missiles. So how could it be that all these experts with validated simulation models.
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gave such widely different answers? Well, obviously the extrapolation of the models ror
ths new question were unreliable, at least for a bunch of them if not all of them. So what
do you do? Well, two things were done in reality. First, it was decided to run a real test,
and drones were flown which were to be facsimiles of the rea target to see what the radars
we had were capable of doing. You would need to run lots and lots of experiments to get
all the cases, but at least the tests would provide an ability to calibrate the simulation
models. Now the second thing, you could look at the deails of the models, which was
done, and it turns out that they lacked fidelity relative to accountng for all the propogation
phenomenology, such as ionospheric focusing, and multipuh effects. Phenomenology
effects which were not critical in dealing with 100 to 200 square reu= targets, had become
very important in dealing with smaller tar So we have a case here of valid models
extrapolated for use to problems thas seem like theye the .am problem. but are different
enough that the exwapolation is rroneous. The point being. dist if I want confidence in a
simulation model I not only have to know about the modea, but I have to know about the
extrnpolaton involved in dealing with the specific prbkm So you have to know two
things very well
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IMPROVING Tf*E EFFECTIVENESS

Marketplace Validated Models Example

Response Time Models for
Data Processing System Electronics Rel01ab131MY Models

SLAM 11 RPP
STATEMATE Or1l
AISM Predictor
PAWSIGPSM REAP
BEST I Mistress

[Slide 111 The next example I want to deal with is what we call, "markeopac validated
models." These we models which companies smatsel, PAand other companies use all the
time. Mahe goenment uses them all the nine also And the marketplace is the test of
validadon in that people buy them and use them Again I amgoing to illustrae problems
with valid-ion with valid models. The fag exmple I wan to gvc are these response time
models for darn processng systems. Hen the question is. "Iams building a big distributed
data processing systm, maybe a worldwide system with a lot of users on it. and I would
like to know from the time a user pushes a b--c- requesting darn or asking for some
fntim to be done by thesstem. what isthe tme it Wm to t a responlse?" It is avery
normal quesidon to ask It nuns out that one of the key 1a1 ws in determining that answer
is when we call "contendon"; that is, when other u=e happen to mak1-e requeS that ask the
same prcsosto function at the same time as this first me who I asked the queson

abuNI thuse is a lot of conamdon and. the details of how that is technically managed am
inefficient,.epne ol take a very long urns And if thers is not a lo"o contention,
and the derilsofathe Imechnoical Danael n is very eminrsossmgtnot take a
long time. Well, an input to th inldnmdl hai eidnabout contention.
Well, how does somne software designer sittig in a factri~y dsgngsoftware know what
the contention will be in some system that has not beent fielded yes? He doesn't. So he
makes some judgment as to what he thinks the contention will be. People with experience
in this field know that wie very frequently makte tinisudpents on this, and as a result we
get very wrong prdcosout of thee khnds of models. So this is acase of what we call

"garageingarbae'ut Now what do you do about that? Wellexperiecdpoe
know you try to get earlier versions of a system out into the feld and get some early
measurement of what this contennion might really be based on fiel exeiets. In that
way, they us able to provide some validation to the data and. avoid garagefn
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The other example has to do with reliability models. The problem here, is one we all have
to deal with. Namely, we have the design of a piece of elecuniics sitting on a desk and we
are cuious about what its reliability will be before we go and develop it. These models
will tell you that, and they will account for things like the quality of the parts, the thermal
stresses. and the elecuical stresses that the system will have in operation, and through some
integraed set of calculations will dezermuine what the mean time to failure will be. People
use these all the time, but people with a loc of experience know thu this only accounts for a
set of factors that deal with parts factos. It does not deal with factors like workmanship,
manufacturig quality, issues like the mechanical rigidity of the boards used, whether in
fact they w buckle and the connectors that you have chon. ae adequate to deal with that
sort of thing. So it realy ives you an accurate answer for a part of the problem, but it is a
pan of the problem that determines only a fraction of the reliabilty. So people who know
about this ae wary about the complete answer, but nonetheless see the value of the pardal
answer. Thua is, they ame assured that the pare will not take them down in rms of
reliability. Somebody who is validating the model cau nn y know what each facmoys
quality is and what the workmanship standards are in each factory. It gets to be a very
specific determna"on. So that is anoher way that dhe ability to validate a model really does
n vaidat the r•eslt wben prested for decisio makmng.

So the point of those three examples was to illusmtte that this concept of validating
simulations is rally a very uicky business. It is diicult to imawne how one groWp could
do that.
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IMPROVING T&E EFFECTIVENESS

Joint STARS Example Of
Simulation And Test Performance Verification

! J.-
0 -•,-

I I i uI • - l e I !

- mWiw now -W m

0"W"MjumSM aim= rmarn Kaft Ma ger..
61urnin

!Slide 121 Now I want to switch to the subject of operutonal utsting aid the role of
simulaion coupled to that. I om igng to use an exumple which we believe is an
outstanding mle of how simulations should be used, but we feel it is not common
enough in defese a loa system This has to do with Joia STARS. Joint STARS is
an auborne radar systm that is capable of seeing slow-moving vehicles like tanks on dhe
battlefield and serves as a suvilac samas fdor meny wapoms. Le us look at this
chart. itis complicazd, but Ithink its waft the uffe The agra one upper left is an
operaona) sivailadon. What this simuaMan does, is it dials utlity of die
surveillance system. And the way i does this is as follows: fin we recogi that the
a to sense moving tzrgets in Joint STARS depends an sensing the velocity of the
MUre diMctl at the radar beam, the radial porona of velocity. So if a rsis wm g at
any speed, but orhogonal to the radar, it is not seen at all. If iis mating dtecty s the
rzdx beam, it can be seen depending on what minziimum, velocity tha radar is sensitive to.
So the quesdon is. "What should be dwthemimium velocity that radar is sensitive to in order
to have utility-.. ton miles an haow, five miles an hour, a mile an hour, what should that
be?" Well the cauy n the nor left that deals with that subject is derived as follows: a
model was creased which ooth wads Europe ad the off-food mam that were usable
by tanks and tucks. The modelers laid a hypothedcal Soviet force of moving vehicles
down on this are. and they then calculated by geomey ibe &.cdan of the total speed of
ach of thod vehicl that would be poiund at the rades b•m. They teff

the radar could only see some minimum velocity or gumar. what fiaci of that urget set
would be visible? And what the curve shows is that the specificato nuns out to ben _
kilomezrs per hour. Then if we could see- kilomeu per hour, we would see about
75 p or 70 pnen:t of all the slow-moving ttgets like uanks, and we would see 95
per�t of the fast-movingw nget. And if we could not see.- kilometers per hour but
could only see ester• velocites, the fall-off rant is preny fast in terms of the percentage of
the tanks that this systm could see. So ftom this curve, people became very desirous of
having that rada sensitve to very slow speeds. You can that. Well&
corresponding sivmuadon was done which is shown on the upper right, and that was a
simulation done by radar desigers. They did a design of what esitvimty would this radar
have to have in order to see targets of some minimum speed and fster. They did
simulations which ended up with a design curve of the sort shown here, which showed that
if we take the specification value, a given level of sensitivity would be needed to see__
kilometers per hour. To see slower speeds, you would have to move down a very steep
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curve of sensitviy improvements to see even small increments of lesser velocity. They
knew they were pushing the technology as hard as the could even to get to the
specification value on the curve. And that, in fact, is what ended up determining where the
specification should lie. Now they could have stopped there and in a brieng to decision-
makers said, "Well, the spec is - kilometers per hour, we have done some simulanon.
and we meet the spec." But they did not do that. They also looked at the top pan of the
curve above the star and they recognized that if the& simulaions were Iac ate, by not so
large an amout they could drift into a poron of the design curve where they would be
losing a large amount of sensitivity to slow-moving targets. So it becomes important,
given that a drift in that direction due to a simualaon ena could yield a significant drift
downward on the other curve of utrlity. So it is a case where you have two slippery
slopes. And when you have two slippery slopes, it is a good rule to do added work to
make sure that you do not slip.

Given the focus siulason put on a poentdal opmeuons problem,.an aggmsive program
to do early opermnonal evaluation were established, to detmine whether these simulations
were accurate or not and so that they would nm wait 10 yes to discover whether or not
this product has utility. The firs: part was to take the budge of input oros that creates that
design curve: antema design, antmna stability, oscillator stability, the algorithms for
signal processing, lots of things; and understand the inwt that cas that ouwt, and be
sum that they were not doing garbage in-g ou.. Since you M have the system
the fit day of the plroram you can at least start with the inputs aid in fact after doing the
simuilaion work they have been doing antnn rag esang a sesun, vabr-on
testng, all as pemors to understad that at least they had the inputs to thei model.
They scheduled to run I at t e we p ibu th subsm of the whole
system but as full acapabilifMoothers aas y have scheduled an
operuon test in Euqe w e they n -e a ou dipc. vs a inict,
=a= accmam enough that they are not going to slip down that udlisy crve. At fth
sm timetheyaMx toinstnrtto datalinkthed=todeo .•.ursso .t.ey
can star to get early indication that the systm Will have utlt tteend point. It is this
concept for simulation tha* we think should be stss namely, as a focusing mechanism
for running expensive but very useful opOMatIoa atw, early on during the
devel n -mnt process as we can, rather than waiung tho six to =en yea for the
independent test to be the fsm crack at understarnd whether the systems we are building
have utility or not.
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"IMPROVING TtE EFFECTIVENESS

T&E Model And Simulation
Effectiveness Task Force

Chaknna

Brig. Gen. Rober A. Duffy, USAF (Rut.)
MembuM

Lt. Gen. Jmme A. Abralhamo, AOL. Ia C. Kidd Jr.,
USAF (Rot.) us (OWL.)

Mr. Nomm R. Auguene lsr. Sal Lows
Dr. Sokoemn J. Buchsl•mm Dr. A. Laub Nln
Dr. Ramond S. Colind Dr. John I. Pim
Mr. Vmnent N. Cook Dr. Vlc0r0 .Rhft
Prof. Katherine T. Fiber Pr19. Thomnn F." Re*wuIum
Mr. Davwl R. Hsbm LL OWsL Php D. Shuler,
Dr. Demflo R. Horn u post
Dru.a M. HOrow Gun Dom A. SOny, MA (Mt.)
M4. 0'. Ralph H. Jacobson USA (Rut) Out. JoluW. Wasesy Jr.,
Dr. Ardis K. Jonas USA (Ru.)
Dr. Paid 0. KambuM

(Slide 131 Now I am going to discuss the recmme ins of the panel and it is a very
weU imow panel with a se of experience that coves all of these i " in depth I will
highlight so.e nctmcdaa things tda were said by individuals;rb panel since I thought
they were usefuL Norm Augame made ft point that we should think of smul.aton not
u somethng thad%• m or rejec a hypotis, but as someng that is a mind
extender it makes us think about an an of concer that we would not have focused our
anenuon on otherwise. As a result. simuladon leads us itm an ma oevaluadon that y
nwn out to be ea-,ial that we might not have otmise =ak with. Phil Shuder made the
point in cmudtn an on the notio of cenrily managng the reuse and disuibuion of
sthat it iporm a very important point thatthe-dipts of dthe simulation
themselves cwy all the keowledge about what went into it. what can be capolaed what
cannot. Transfana the models without he deuign s would be a e because many of
these codes in so lae that it would impossible for nodte ora nmon v undasund al
that went in Jack Vessy, when looing at o recomm endaions, decided to quoteGeoge
Orwell who sad. "dtrm •e•es when the firm duty of sponsible people is to restate the
obvious" and that is how we view these ammena1ions, as a stamment of the obvious.
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IMPROVINGa T&E EFFECTIVENESS

An Evaluation Framework

0 Consists of:
- YMeaurs of effectivenss
- Envronmentl ind threa dlefinitions
- Sysem assmptions
- Role of testing
- Ptmnned M/S for evauatio

- Etalisin MMS credibilty

RecoamendstiOMl

[Slide 1411 need one chat puior to peigm.eddn opoieadfndno
what we COl an evaluaono 6-011~k 1ngn scunig UP for cub piUsa, at fte MMI a
set of meamn of effecueueuamnpus (-iaetho&e dnua and those enviromerns),
and how one plans to use temug anm ajnldsa £j~lIo ach other ova the life
of ibs propim Now thie is no doubt that cvayone of them will be wrong the &W a

yo do it, bu Wmj. h o wwc w gM& i adffiicnto. sotug this up. to continue
to rfinit as yopgin knowledge trogh thoevelpn planning procesLWewill ca~l
tiat set of informuadn an evaluanonnsn hzuitxk
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IMPROVING TfIE EFFECTIVENESS

M/S In Evaluation

"* Need grWer emphasis an operational evwlation during the
developlent process, mnung e OTME communiy

"* MIS can aus In defining an evsuaon frunework for a program
Reo~mmondado

" Involve teDOT&EOT&E community to:
- Pnlle e th requirement proces
- WUttepaona eq•tum to an operational

- Document the evaluation frneo r ta t UWerutfles theroles
of •S id testinge for evaluation obsctives at each milestone

"* CAUTON -- T deo pment c imu tale the Iwod in
Itsefo ts so n thy w pe nt the fWamew nork The OT&E

coAmmunin must mairntan them rapdce •t•hruv theman~agmnt chan

[Slide 15] Our first •oendadon says that, u I staed rightatte beginning, wethnk
dh we rully need to ephasi the learning role foru mt lg during
development, an that we would like to see this oacr and be mechanised tnhough the
setong up of these evaluaton fnmewaks at dte swut of the propums This will also
provide assurance that we will not rim into the sIaP of assumpun as we did in the
DVAD examce, or changes in the measmu•es of•ao as we did in the Aquila

exml.T othat we have to involve the ineenet oprd unal aqpeope rgtfrom
the sw. Wecmoo let themjustcomein atbheed. arnisetwocawons. e= fi'st
caunon is they will no rumein independent f dthY- - inbvoved in the pro ms arlie than
when they do now. Our view is tuha confusing aoo-e ad inepndnc is a big aror.
The value of the in-depnece is that they hae kowledge to ~oueada management
chain that give m the independence' to provide it. To kepte loito lose
something, not to pin something. We recomem dot that fusinot dispe this

The second canuon is bow can these operonal uss layout this evaluanon framework
they we a small roup and they do not have the wherewithaD or knowledge to do ta We
are noc vcn edam thg= we we saying that the d community should take the
lead in laying cot an evaluation framewodrk but the co iyOf oeaonlpeople
should be involved in apecelg to and coninuing to modify the fm work as the
development goes on.
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IMPROVING TEPE EFFECTIVENESS

M/S In Evaluation
2014

"* TIM foun~daton of the acquisition proces, fth
operatioalW requiremenit and its translation into
aystemn turvns can be improved

"* MIS can help by providing sensitivity analyses
which help to!Isolat requirement areas
medi ng a~suted evaluation

*Service pacqiition executives ensure tha M/S
excursion aravses are applied sstematiclyt
help reach and ii~ntain agreement onmao
--pect of requirements and system performane,

and to focus, not replace, testin

[SUdS]M i6Jmhesecoad we mae huodo wih the ideadiawedo not
war, simulanon loprove or disprove things, but we want it to isolate high sensitivity area.
Senuitmues that could make oar view of udi wog, if we are on the wrong side of that
senradtviry cuw. We want to emblsh animponar roefrSimulation in doing those
seasauvy analyses, and this being the method of focusing us on those eary operawinal
asm So that hato gonfihtat the scatof yrorms, andwe think dat the DoD hasto
set up asyrmowtoinfhaeask for tboe We do notwant o see fled poinzsimuAdon
resaft we want to see etcwuion analyses which will then be the baeds for decdin~g
whether or not early operatonal esang should be done; focus not replac tamng.
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IMPROVING T&E EFFECTIVENESS

M/S In Evaluation

"* A deveopment p ogian, an embodied in I a1ec:10 111n an
coft t may become* overly rdgKd restrPctin Wim Wingi
to evahiate aind kiqomwt ch nge 1udecnog

and -evol4

"* MiS Is a tool for conmid eval on of poantINl cama•gs

*The USD(A) edablIfh policy aW ndpodeali to Oie
acquN~wv aonrcmunity for 1ytmlcl Wevhtn
sysd O "f ae iuc a io sf WdgIS anditdrmi te

(Slide 17] The thir 9 P ,oinendation has to do with the development petiod. which earlier
on we called rigid Now simulation is an evaluation too as I staued earlier, and if we have
a, mangement f9rcess dtaiaes to keep coomt and specifications fixed, then there is
no room for evaluanon, because *Ae putos of evaluation is to determine whether those am
corect or noL We believ that the cuzrent state of the acquisiuoa zUcessm is such that we
stific evaluaton. Program managers weam motiuovated to find tasons that their rpaLUs
are totC coa P 1 they are interested in subilimog thigs If we have a culm thatdoe not
want do evalnatoim we can have all the evaluation tools in the woMl and we will not do
evaluation. So this , -oinmendazioo states that we think that OSD bas to do somethun to
changethatzculnuu Nowthazis averyhard mom wwe do not have ase=.
one switch you urn that fixes this, but nonetheless we think that is crucial if we in goig
to get any value out of the tools and the capabilities of simulandoc. This misc: Another
caution. A sot of people will say that. we will end up in a mode whene we an always
changing everything and we will end up with nothing. We wigl lose maaeetcontrol.
In response fa that we want to make it dleaw thai this m medo is not saigwe
should p u conzfgwd n mangemn an system dvometand that ev meydm

soen dosa vlaan that we should change soe Xn. Theue should be two
distinct prcsss one that is evaluating and one that is changing and we would expect the
rate of evaluation is much higher than the rate of change. However, if we do not do any
evaluation, there will be no changing, and then we will end up with those surprises tha we
talked about earlier.
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IMPROVING TOE EFFECTIVENESS

M/S In Evaluation

* .Accountin fo, hiami jpefmienco emly ni uyetms ac mxudaon
Improve syaem captty and enhances tho antty of h e
mid evaduintlon procoe to predict opentlona p,,fomunao

etow e eiur nt huetr deve meni

1"tmw m, a itbO H R -a"

* 81 ClNt* eaplof technolog cdml pi hisidroemd
Wop -18-n-ntwdngt anuds soermate comiAe

tSlide Is) The foik PM MDndt has to do with Ithe husaw factor pmoblemn illumuad
by SACD~I. This just siMply pois out dMe tho tools are now available and IMe cot is
sufficasdy low that every Fpro. sthould- have an acuvity wo build moek-us of man
a:n intuerfae as soon as possible, and bring in the real usm to be= undersund the

u . of ta design. That should be Waled as the .elity .e development e
Now thee isaAC sot of synwhmr this is pardculauly diffcult to do, and that au od
with bit cocamand and conue sysa= where the user are gwenebl or Wdmifls And ther
may be may of them. his notMy iobringthem in to try ithig manld so he 3re ea
pointingto a set of technology that is Imring for doing what is called disuibuted
Isimuladow that is. putdng right in somebodys office his pu to~ a global simuflauio
and having a cmon wr ame uderth that smulao e owy located in
vaious plaes could wtizap in ccu *d -aps twho that mechanism We can
get higher level =el in the defense deatetto paintseprnsof the systems
tha they in fact will ultimmly be the user for. We = seeig dhat tehnology used today
for umnang. but we Ithink that it can star to vme into the area of develo~cet as well.
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IMPROVING TOE EFFECTIVENESS

Credibility Of M/S

[Slide 19] Funay I want to make some rmd•zaioas with mgad to this issue of
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IMPROVING T&E EFFECTIVENESS

Questions Raised On Credibility

"* How do we know whether or not to trust a simulation's output?
ANSWER: Excursion analyses, confirming test data,

documentation on results
"* Would we gain confience by setting up a central

acc1editation procese for MIS?
ANSWER: No

e Would we gain efficiency by setting up a central
process to manage the use of MIS?
ANSWER: No

[SlidS 20)1 would like to do that by awengthe quesdatts we were asked first How do
we i1ow whether to W.= the skmualnoe abul we set up this camwai office to accrdi
eirmularlons, and should we set up a mutagmwmwrpoess to dismibute and reus
simla"1tionst? our answers an as follows: on ausaing imuladonm we should noe be

.o9n fo 19gl point answers We shud b d g these uxcinilon analyses, thome
se !niy Wanyses. Whom we find aau=e6n-tht mke us nervous, we should ran a test

acdha is tevalkwiaon. not the mamlw et. We should! have pahofesinlly
documeted umisdano rosukLt Often alB we us is theon amChan that wedid a siinuliano
and this is the answer. imWea of seeng that whole se o(dom that mkeks someone

undrsndhow this simialdoo was calibrtzd, to what devu was the eapaonof old
dams nto new quesfon med, so tha we have an aWi*t 10 bting inl a fthid prywho could
evaluanon whither thing seem audible or not. Should we w up thIs; crlOfiEM? The
anser from the earlier discumam is a dew -no-; thin is no offic we think that Could do
ir it istnorfeasible. Should we set up a dismIbudo p-ro-ess for rdiaviu2Xng these
siwzuladons? Well if we camzio aid=ste we canot have a very wowia

pwcasfored~bungthemso wessayno tothatit utthumottosay that wevae
negnv aou auibliy.We do have so=e
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IMPROVING T&tE EFFECTIVENESS

Credibility Recommendations

* ~ refinement, maintenance and availability of
whic wereused by funding executive agents

tough* JCS and 050 (e.g., ONA4IIuclW, DIA-Threat)
"* Selectively use independent panels of expects to help

evaluate M/S results, when confidence is unsure and
decision Is key

"* DAB dcumeovntation should Include
- MIS plutand methodology
- MIS limits, assumptions, extrbapolations,

senst~tesInputs and outPuts
- Results analysis and test validation

"* tse more than one model for the sames analysis so
comtparlsons can be made

(Slie 21] Mmer us certain modes in the defense deparment that teod to be used and
reused &lot by an expert )vup. such as the Defense Nuclear Agency (D)NA) models on
nuclear effects or die D =4twa models. Now itmmudngly inough m e DNA case these
an never vahdated. and in die DLA case they oftent lead to sks at arabhinma but

nonetheless thy hsde best we have. Eveybody uses diem and iutyypes of models
sholdhae abuge line vo reaifoce thei Ww"rVeMent andkeep dim CtUUaL We

recommend that die JCS and OSD in fact: do that, but dhm do tm" dns tredy to those
groups that in fact: both dnvelop and use ft simulatioms.

if a subject comes up when simulation segt wo be a crucial par of it, we think that them is
valvidation that can bet done via an independent pae.You mls 1validaste iesimulanion

itself, but YOU can validate a whale bunch of things like, the peopl who dsg h
simladndo thyseao keow what they Is talking about; die -zsaain that is you

can akspeciic questoets, s do with die hismoical ose at diew U farinsvalidation
versus the extrapolation you at doing now. The input dem we we pusdg garbage in and
how do you know you are not. Is this simuadu doing a partial levzalud or a full
evuluanon. and vnwhether di parI you wte am~ evaumlatin s moeiaint than die patsi
you noe? Those we all queon 1htw think paesof exert can mo fact get at in a fairly
sha- paled of time, =o add at leas that level oconfidence to the noe of simulation when
nedd That should only be dose in eyseilcss ntepoesoa

docmetatonpoint I made earliertoday's= DA -do -emation as aplace for, but does
not call far tie dat that determines, what is die basis for validating si=2lation, and the
credibility Factars and so we we saying that those things in fact should become pant of that
documentation. Finally as that over-the-boriwa radar example pointed out, you can
sometimes iftnd strange results occur by comaparing two different validated models on the
same exapolated problem, and so this is at leaft a miethod of finding out whether things
seemn to be reasonably stable or not. That is whiat we have wo say about credibility.
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IMPROVING TrIE EFFECTIVENESS

0 Avoaid OeaoalTest and Evaluation Surprise by:
_ o~g more testing and evaluation during
dev 0opent foWprto ar ening value

- Sttngup an Evauto Framework for MIS
arid test at the start of Ixamgrmnh lnvoMng
the idpnetoperatido-nal testem

Reset ~ ~ v thtimewrko err..
* Todys aquisition pir oes stifle evaluation during

deveopmnt.Need a more open attitde, and
managment roceses to encourage operainalw

evaluations drndeelopm ent that may result In

* o't need an Indepenen simulation office.
ft would not add confidenre.

-Simulation focuses testin through sensitivity

- Tet~n~valldsics simulation

[Slide 221 So the szay of courstudy is dim we think dthak is zually ft~an to avoid
tho opuda ~sswpse both for reascs of com and credibility. bwywe thin

you do that is by daing mini opertdosa testing &ding dmmkqmmu so dwi we lem about
die Problem =is while they am still fixable, zther tha wat ut ild the very end. 7Ue way
we M~ seug up a fordi ithas Aying cou evuladot frmewoks winch try to
predia how wie candn h upo. rpseupd
di= so that they we ummw with the sm of bwwkdge Have the operadwoal teuim
ittvolvedso that wedonotrim any gpsofchang tht tum ncm prad~ Mhesecond point
weeacqw is mI ... I ss es hitalc, and ualmwe hma mare opm
aniwude to doig ealudom ýit do= tnow what ourw sches ame we wiN not do it. So
scuiethig has w b at the uppermph levels W sh o change tha. Lsy we do not
think you should mdvndmp tulo o 10ce scme ccd m~eth s or
distibudoi of iMlaoms 'h"y will not add coifidwaee they would 2dd cafs.we
think that the way so hik abu this issue of cofdneis thin simlatio fcusesP- wisng
into thoe imw whate we do n= hive cmniec *andhepsus-C .~f toePlaces
what sansdvity is sufficienty qusoabetat it is wor& uzng 'hat way we ge our
confideam tgulub usuing umndwith dh~adon.
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